New internal gutter to roof with DP

Red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK - to be RAVENHEAD RED SMOOTH

3501 Stretcher bond

TATA Steel Colourcoat URBAN standing seam steel roofing sheet

Colour - MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)

Translucent coloured polycarbonate sheeting from DANPALON to new link canopy and enclosures

Red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK - to be LEICESTER AUTUMN MULTI

4937 English bond

Roof tiles to be REDLAND Rosemary 'Medium Mixed Brindle' (82)

Existing covered play structure with new translucent side wall in coloured polycarbonate sheeting to match new link canopy

Flat roof area

install new electrically controlled opening rooflights with black out blinds

Flat roof area

for Air Source Heat Pump

Roof Hatch

Line of handrail
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St ANDREWS C OF E SCHOOL, KETTERING
DATUM LEVEL 95.00M

Issues:
- Issue Purpose: PPC Aluminium framed double glazed brick detailing
- Issue Purpose: Decorative brick detailing to facade and fascias. Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)

Details:
- New Canopy: standing seam steel roofing sheet
- New window in similar style to existing - with cast stone surround (approx. height only)
- New rainwater goods - Half round gutters and circular downpipes in cast aluminium
- New roof to be TATA Steel Colourcoat URBAN standing seam steel roofing sheet.
- Rooflight to Standing seam steel roofing sheet - Colour BS 18B25
- Exposed rafter tails with Decorative brick detailing to facade and fascias. Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)
- 36/38 Spencer Street Centre of existing eaves detail
- 7016 (dark grey) window system - frames RAL 7016 (dark grey) from IBSTOCK
- 3525 - to be RAVENHEAD RED SMOOTH English bond red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK
- 2800 - Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)
- 3501 Stretcher bond - Colour BS 18B25
- 4937 English bond red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK
- 25° Projecting picture framing
- 12225 Medium Mixed Brindle (82)

Checked by: Drawn by:

Window solid DP & fascia/ soffit to be MERLIN

Boundaries:
- Boundary Wall: Top of Boundary Wall - painted finish - RAL 7016
- Boundary Wall: New link canopy and enclosures - Colour to be BS 18B25 from ALUMASC - Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)
- New link canopy and enclosures - Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)
- New link canopy and enclosures - Colour to be BS 18B25 from ALUMASC - Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)

Frames:
- Frames to be RAL 7016 (dark grey)
- Frames to be RAL 9010 (white)

Additional Details:
- Roof tiles to be REDLAND Rosemary 4025-353
- PPC Aluminium framed double glazed
- Red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK
- Exposed circular steel columns and beams with Decorative recon stone feature
- Vertical insulated infill panel
- Exposed rafter tails with Decorative brick detailing to facade and fascias. Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)
- Exposed circular steel columns and beams with Decorative recon stone feature
Proposed South Elevation (from Spencer Street):

- New window in similar style to existing - with cast stone surround by Forticrete, colour; Bath (or similar)
- Plain clay roof tiles (to match existing)
- New rainwater goods - Half round gutters and circular downpipes in cast aluminium from ALUMASC - Colour to be MERLIN Grey (BS 18B25)

Proposed East Elevation (to new canopy area):

- New link canopy (section)
- Existing canopy
- Existing covered play structure with new translucent side wall in coloured polycarbonate sheeting to match new link canopy

Proposed East Elevation (to new canopy):

- New link canopy (elevation)
- Existing piers and gate to remain
- Existing wall retained from this point onwards

New boundary wall with stepped coping following profile of pavement - min. height to be 1800mm

NOTE: Side of new canopy roof to be enclosed full height from corner of existing building opposite to line level with end wall of new classroom extension

Red facing brickwork from IBSTOCK - to be LEICESTER AUTUMN MULTI 4937 English bond

Existing piers and gate to remain
Existing wall retained from this point onwards
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